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After several years of development, the whole world of the guild Gilde 2
Renaissance has finally arrived, with its glorious catalogue of 5 different eras. All

eras of the Guild 2 Renaissance are characterized by the technologies and
economy that are available. The eras are: · Renaissance: the beginnings of

economic development, when a new order begins to be established. It is a time
when everything is new, arts and sciences are carried out, and business becomes
profitable for the first time in history. · The Gothic Era: the Gothic Era begins after

the Renaissance, which began as a golden age. It is characterized by the
foundations of the Renaissance, but also by a renaissance in the arts. This is a
time when everything was still new. · The Renaissance: the Renaissance is the
golden age of the era. A highly developed culture is established. The arts and

sciences show their full capabilities. The new developments in the economy allow
a thriving business. · Our Era: after the Renaissance came the Age of Reason.

Business begins to stagnate, as people do not care about anything but their own
way of life. In contrast to the golden age of the Renaissance, which was no longer

better than the rest of the world, is this era in which the average consumer,
businessman and craftsman are not involved in the development of culture and
science. At the top of the pile is the guild, whose only concern is to keep power

and wealth. For those who have been followers of the development of the last few
years, there are a few changes. We are now ready to release the most extensive

era ever as a standalone game. Guild 2 Renaissance is an old style, real-time,
simulation game with many roles and features. Although it is at the beginning, this

game is still in development and already contains many useful features. I spent
hundreds of hours in developing this title. Together with other developers I work
on the level of quality. The result: Guild 2 Renaissance will be the most complete

and accurate simulation game at any time. Wherever you go in the world, you find
"the art of making" it - the role of the art of illumination.
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The first battles of the
Reformation were

fought at the Council of
Constance and the

religious wars in the
15th Century continued

for more than a
century. The artistic

renaissance began with
the magnificent Titian
paintings in the middle
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of the 1500s and it
continued with the

architectural revolution
with the construction of

the new churches in
Venice and Florence in
the following years. The

city-state of Venice
began to change in the
same period and their

glories were
appreciated across the

world. In Florence, a
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new art form was
invented, the

expressive musical
drama and in the text it

became possible to
read out loud and the

new song lyric
emerged. In England
several well-known

writers and poets, such
as William

Shakespeare, Thomas
Wyatt, Christopher
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Marlowe and John
Constable, were active
during the renaissance

period. In the 16th
Century, Europe was

split in several different
warring states. The

Reformation was still
ongoing and the
Protestants and
Catholics fought

against each other;
even the Holy Roman
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Empire was split in
several power houses.

The reformers had for a
long time been trying

to reform the rules and
traditions of the Church

and they were finally
supported by the

people during the first
decades of the 17th

Century. In the heart of
Europe, the humanist

movement begins
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which leads to the
Renaissance. Art,

knowledge and culture
are no longer an elite

possession. Everybody
has access to these
new riches and the
demand for them

grows. Develop and
strengthen your

company by becoming
the best at merchant

and consumer goods. If
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you were prepared for
this era of economic

development, you can
become one of the

strongest players of the
Guild. You can take
advantage of the

diversity of goods that
will be available at your
disposal. Only then the
rich and learned can
you begin to taste
them. Are you the
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strongest in this area?
You're ready for the
Guild 2 Renaissance.
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